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Democracy in America isn’t “messy” the way some duopoly power insiders portray it.  It’s
nonexistent, policymakers ignoring the will of the people and their welfare entirely.

Events in Philadelphia alone expose how America is run, for its privileged class alone –
flagrant  electoral  rigging  anointing  a  party  standard  bearer  belonging  in  prison,  not  high
office.

Hillary is the most widely reviled Democrat in party history – beyond rehabilitation no matter
how hard DNC handlers try reinventing her.

“I just don’t see how her numbers at this late date are going to improve on the likability
issue or the trust factor,” University of Virginia’s Miller Center presidential studies director
Barbara Perry explained.

Scandals since the 1990s made her damaged goods, most voters believing she’s a self-
serving corporate shill, a law breaker not to be trusted – exposed electoral rigging the latest
example.

She didn’t win her party’s nomination. It was handed to her, party bosses choosing her for
standard bearer before campaigning began last year. Sanders never had a chance and he
knew it.

Endorsements from party notables can’t erase her Lady McBeth image, her Machiavellian
history, her high crimes too serious to paper over.

On Wednesday night, Obama gave it his best shot, his usual demagoguery, substituting
fiction for facts, a deplorable display like all his speeches.

One anti-populist war criminal praised another. Obama turned truth on its head, “say(ing)
with confidence there has never been a man or a woman more qualified than Hillary Clinton
to serve as President of the United States of America.”

The possibility of a neocon lunatic Sino/Russia hating war criminal/racketeer becoming US
president should terrify everyone.

Outside Philadelphia’s Wells Fargo Center, thousands protested. Police reacted violently as
expected. Free speech and assembly are more myths than fundamental rights.
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At stake is freedom v. fascism, the last vestiges of a free society disappearing in plain sight,
tyranny  replacing  it  no  matter  who  succeeds  Obama  –  already  with  a  firm  foothold
controlling  things.

What’s coming? Perpetual wars for conquest and dominance, harsher neoliberal pain and
suffering  for  ordinary  Americans  while  super-rich  ones  get  richer,  Wall  Street  and  other
corporate interests more dominant than ever, and militarized police terrorizing nonbelievers.

Humanity  trembles  at  what’s  coming  once  a  new administration  assumes power  next
January.  All  bets are off if  Hillary heads it  –  the possibility  of  world war elevated to a high
probability under her leadership.
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